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Vilanova Grand Marina launches new berth scheme

The superyacht marina aims to attract more superyacths to Vilanova area, focusing
specially on those that has never enjoyed the marina and its surroundings before.

The marina comprises 49 moorings for sale and rent ranging from 25m to 120m in length with a maximum draft
of 6.5m

Vilanova Grand Marina in Barcelona has launched #Morethanaberth, a new mooring scheme
aimed to attract more superyachts.

Under the #Morethanaberth scheme the superyacht marina offers a special pack of advantages and
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benefits to its customers for 2016/17 season. The scheme comprises a wide range of discounts and
benefits for clients who decide to berth in Vilanova during the next autumn/winter.

Vilanova Grand Marina – Barcelona says the new concept aims to attract more superyacths to
Vilanova area, focusing specially on those that has never enjoyed the marina and its surroundings
before.

The #Morethanaberth benefits include special rates and discounts for long-term bookings. This
means that Vilanova Grand Marina – Barcelona has one of the most competitive proposals for off
season in the western Mediterranean, the company claims.

In addition, the #Morethanaberth programme offers other benefits for the clients such as free
rental cars, storage rooms free of charge, dry docking service for tenders included in the berth fee,
etc.

Customers will also enjoy other technical services and social events that frequently are organized,
such as the Vilanova October Crew Party or the Vilanova Crew Ski Weekend, to name but a few.

Vilanova Grand Marina, an ISPS facility, is located 30-minute from Barcelona and 20-minute
drive from the airport. The marina comprises 49 moorings for sale and rent ranging from 25m to
120m in length with a maximum draft of 6.5m.

In addition to the mooring spaces, the marina features a 30.000sqm shipyard equipped with a
200tn travel lift and the site is capable of performing all kind of repair and maintenance works in
all areas of mechanics, carpentry, electronics, electronics, electrical, painting, hydraulics, boiler
works, upholstery, rigging, etc.

The technical area also offers wintering dry dock service. Both the technical area and the marina
are under the same management.
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